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Abstract: The increasing amount of data in longitudinal study of psychology allows researchers to obtain more
information about psychological process. However, it also accompanies with problems such as increasing the
complexity of data and demanding new analytic techniques. Therefore, we proposed the time series analysis
as a supplement to mainstream analytic techniques such as multilevel model or latent growth model. Time series
analysis is highly fitted to research into individual orientation, identification and analysis of cyclical factors in
data and provides models such as ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average model), VAR (vector
autoregressive model) to study temporal dynamics of variables. Meanwhile, it contributes to more accurately
modeling by mixing with methods like multilevel linear model. All of these endow time series analysis with
incomparable advantages in both control and prediction compared with other methods. The current review
specified the strengths of time series analysis in longitudinal studies of psychology, as well as its
implementation in actual research. Meanwhile, the outlook for its implementation in future research was given.
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INTRODUCTION influence current  ones.  The  rationale  for  proposing

Longitudinal designs have become an important analytic methods for longitudinal data was to help
research method in psychology, aimed at analyzing researchers solve above-mentioned problems in a better
change and development  of  mental  process  and way.
behavior [1-2]. Common analytic techniques for
longitudinal data include repeated measure ANOVA, Basic Concepts for Time Series Analysis: Time series
multivariate  regression  analysis,  multilevel linear model refers to a set of observations of a process naturally
or latent growth model, etc. Among these, traditional ordered by time. Time series data is often distinguished
repeated measure ANOVA and multivariate regression from other type of longitudinal data by two
methods are necessarily premised on homogeneity of characteristics. Firstly,  multiple observations of
variance  and   independence   of   random   errors  [2-3]. univariate time series must come from the same source.
To compensate  for  above-mentioned  methods   and Secondly, for effective estimation, frequencies of
shift focus on interindividual variation only to both observation usually need to exceed 20 times [4]. Time
interindividual and intra-individual variation at the same series analysis is  a  class  of  methods  and  techniques
time, new data analytic methods represented by multilevel for  modelling  and  analyzing above-mentioned data.
linear model or latent growth model have gained gradual Some basic concepts about these methods, such as trend,
popularity among researchers. However, the two above- cycles and stationary, will be introduced briefly.
mentioned methods might fail to satisfy researchers’ Trend refers to the systematic change in a series,
needs when encountering the following problems. Firstly, including general increase or decrease [4-5]. Cycles refer
the research is small sample or individual-oriented, to the repeatedly occurring pattern emerging in a time
focusing on intra-individual variation and development. series [4-5]. Irregular variation (randomness) represents
Secondly, longitudinal data exhibits cyclical features, noises, also called “shocks”. Stationarity means the
which are of researcher’s interest. Thirdly, dynamic variance and mean of the series, as well as its
characteristics of variables are what researchers need to autocorrelation structures remain constant throughout the
attend to, for example, how the past values of variables course of the series.

time  series  analysis as a supplement to traditional
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Autocorrelation refers to that the current value of a longitudinal methods to handle such problems. However,
series will be affected by prior values, which means the time series analysis could be an effective tool in these
current  value  is correlated with itself across time points situations. For example, Hamaker et al. [11] introduced the
[4-5]. Statistically, autocorrelation can be computed by rationale of a class of multivariate time series models for
Pearson correlation equation, which means it ranges from stationary psychological process and apply some of them,
-1 to +1. The lag-1 autocorrelation of a time series mainly P-technique models and Multiple Indicator VAR
represents the correlation of current value with that in models, to an empirical study relating to Five Factor
immediately    preceding      observation,      while    a  lag-2 Model of Personality. Similarly, Molenaar et al. [12]
autocorrelation refers to the correlation with values that demonstrated the implementation and interpretation of
occurred two observations before. In a similar fashion, the nonstationary state-space models for nonstationary
lag-h autocorrelation refers to the correlation with that in psychological time series with an empirical example. Most
h observations before, also called h order autocorrelation recently, Jebb and Tay [13] offered the rational and a
[4-5]. guide for addressing these problems using time series

Individual Research and Time Series Analysis: Although
it may be extended to include multiple subjects, time series Cycles and Time Series Analysis: Cycles are ubiquitous
analysis is in essence a single person approach. A time phenomena in natural environment, such as sunrise and
series study focus on intra-individual variation and how sunset, exchange of four seasons, etc. Many mental traits
psychological processes unfold across time, other than and behaviors of human beings also display a certain kind
between-person differences. In recent years, individual of rhythm, such as eating, sleeping and excretion. It’s
research has captured researchers’ attention and reasonable to assume that people’s psychological
application in fields of developmental psychology, clinical phenomena, as a result of individuals’ interaction with
psychology and IO psychology was found [6-10]. internal and external environment, also display cyclical

The proliferation of individual research is attributed features. Some researchers argued cycles are important
to the following reasons. Firstly, psychological processes and  ubiquitous  in  longitudinal  psychological  study
such as information processing, perception and emotion [13-16]. However, in early longitudinal research in
essentially occur at the level of individuals and traditional psychology, data collection was characterized by
results from group research are not all applicable to relatively big samples while less time points, thus failing
individuals. As Molenaar and Campbell [9] indicated, only to effectively capture cyclical phenomena. Currently, the
when there is homogeneity in the population (every arrival of “big data” era makes data acquisition easier,
subject obeys the same statistical model) and the such as the application of experience sampling method in
psychological process remain stationary could the results longitudinal research. Meanwhile, massive online
of group research be applied to individuals. Additionally, behavioral data provide a profile research resource for
any datum can be defined as an intersection of person, who interested in exploring cyclical features of human
variable and time(occasions) coordinate [9, 10]. Cross- behaviors. Taking cycles into account can help us better
sectional studies contain a large number of persons at a under human behaviors and not considering it might lead
single time point. Time series studies, however, contains to loss of information and false conclusion. For instance,
a large number of occasions in a single person, which ignoring cycles that existed in both X and Y led to bias in
should get the same credit as cross-sectional studies the estimated within-person X–Y relationship [14]. But
theoretically. Moreover, being constrained by conditions how to analyze cycles?.
or purposes, the participants in many studies are small in Spectral analysis is a frequency-domain method of
sample or just individual-oriented. For example, as time series analysis which conceives a time series as the
suggested in the review papers by Ng and Weisz [6] and composition of different cycles  with  different
Cuijpers et al. [8], in order to get a better match between frequencies, so that the analyst could find main cyclical
person and the treatment received, person-specific components hidden in the original series and explain time
psychotherapy should be explored. series in terms of cyclical fluctuations. Simply, it interprets

Large number of repeated measurements capture data as composition of sine and cosine trigonometric
more dynamic information but also increase complexity for functions and the analyst needs to find the function
data analysis, because a variable can express many which can account the most for the variance and then
different characteristics like various trends, cycles, level begin to fit the model. For detailed information and
shifts and autocorrelations. It is difficult for traditional practical guidance about the application of spectral

analysis in R language.
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analysis in psychology, readers could infer to articles and 30 healthy individuals twice a day (morning and
published by Jebb and Tay [13], Sy-Miin et al. [16] and evening) for 90 consecutive days. After analyzing a total
Macaro and Prado [17]. of 10,170 data points, they found over 90% individuals’

Temporal Dynamic and Time Series Analysis: As infer that emotions are a random process featured by
mentioned earlier, one of the reasons intra-individual “short-term memory”. Similarly, Ninot et al. [20], in the
research caught researchers’ attention is that many study on whether individuals’ self-esteem is a “state” or
psychological processes are continuously changing “trait”, implemented Physical Self Inventory to measure
rather than remain unchanged. How to quantitively study eight adult participants twice a day (morning and evening)
dynamics of these changes is a challenging task. For for 60 days and eventually used ARIMA method for data
example, researchers wonder whether our emotions in the analysis. Results showed that self-esteem is neither stable
last moment will influence emotions in the next moment, across time nor random, but a short-term dynamic
namely whether there exist “inertia” for emotions. If the adjustment process which accords with ARIMA. In
“inertia” really exists, does common people’s inertia addition, ARIMA is often used to examine suicide rate in
behave the same with individuals’ suffering from bipolar a specific region or country [21-24].
disorder? Exploration into such questions undoubtedly
will deepen our understanding of mental processes. Threshold Autoregressive Model (TAR): Various models

Time series analysis provides a series of methods and in ARIMA, on the basis of linear autocorrelation, are
techniques for solving problems concerning dynamic in called linear models for time series analysis. To model the
time series, such as AR (autoregressive model), ARIMA data more accurately, researchers have begun to explore
(autoregressive integrated moving average model), TAR nonlinear models to extend linear ones, among which TAR
(threshold autoregressive model), VAR (vector (threshold autoregressive model) is a relatively mature
autoregressive model) etc. [5]. Meanwhile, the nonlinear method. TAR was initially proposed by Tang
autocorrelation and cross-lagged autocorrelation items are Jiahao in 1980 [25], whose basic idea is to transform
also added into multilevel linear model for better data nonlinear model into linear one by means of threshold
modeling. Next, we will briefly introduce the rationale of values, analogous to the method of approaching curve by
these methods and offer some empirical examples for its broken line. Next, we will use the research of De Haan-
application in the field of psychology. Rietdijk et al. [26] as an example to specify TAR model by

ARIMA Model System: ARIMA model system includes In their paper, the first-order AR model (hereinafter
AR model, MA model, ARMA model and ARIMA model. referred to as AR model) after centralizing negative
In time series analysis, it is posited that values of the time emotions by use of equilibrium is denoted as:
series are influenced by two forces: prior values and other
values. Other values are collectively referred to “random (1)
shock” [18]. The logic of AR model is to predict current
values through prior values. The logic of MA is if the In the equation, y  represents observation value at t
“random shock” prior to the series correlates with current time point; µ refers to the equilibrium of a series and  is
values, the analyst could incorporate it into predicting the autoregressive coefficient. In this model, the
equation. ARMA model is a combination of both, autoregressive coefficient of negative emotions is
autocorrelation and moving average items are conceived as a fixed value. However, it has been proved
simultaneously included in the equation of predicting in existing research that autoregressive coefficient could
current values. All the three models are premised on the be manipulated in laboratory conditions [27], indicating
stationarity of series and for non-stationary series, that autoregressive coefficients might be variables
ARIMA model needs to be used. The logic of ARIMA relevant to individual state. Accordingly, De Haan-
model is to use differencing method to “smooth” the non- Rietdijk et al. [26] figured out TAR model for modeling
stationary series before fitting a model by means of individual negative emotions and its equations are as
ARMA. ARIMA is consequently a combination of follows:
differencing and ARMA model [5].

In ARIMA, repeatedly measured data of a single-
variable individual is analyzed. Ortiz et al. [19] analyzed
self-evaluation data from 30 patients with bipolar disorder

emotion data fits the ARIMA (1,1,0) model and further

comparing it with AR model.
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In the equations, Y  refers to observation value at lagged correlation of Y on X; c  represents the j order1

time t and  is the equilibrium of a series.  represents the cross-lagged correlation of X on Y and ,  refers to the1

autoregressive coefficient when y  is lower than , while item of residual errors of X and Y respectively.t–1

 stands for the autoregressive coefficient when y  is One of the advantages of VAR model lies in its2 t–1

higher than . When analyzing data of old people’s appropriateness for exploring mutual relations among
negative emotions for 56 consecutive days, De Haan- variables. The casual relationship among variables needs
Rietdijk et al. [26] discovered the strength of regulation not to be postulated in advance and in real
depends on the intensity of their affect, which, to a certain implementation, variables could be regarded as both
degree, verified the validity of TAR model in modeling predictor and outcome variables before fitting  a  model
emotional regulation. In addition, Madhyastha et al. [28] [32-34]. In order to examine how various kinds of emotion
and Hamaker et al. [29], after observing and recording interact with one another in actual life, Pe and Kuppens
interaction between partners, concluded TAR model [33] used tablet PC to measure 79 participants 10 times a
could fit the process of partners’ influencing each other day for two weeks. They used VAR model to analyze the
relatively well. relations among happiness, relaxation, anger and sadness

Vector Autoregressive Model (VAR):  As  shown  above, display augmentation, while those with opposite valence
models like ARIMA and TAR are  applicable  to  problems exhibit blunting. Besides, these augmentation and
such as describing, explaining or forecasting the changes blunting effects are affected by individual’s appraisal
of a single variable over time. However, in psychological overlap between two emotional states. van Gils et al. [32]
studies, researchers may focus on problems like mutual used VAR method to explore the relations between stress
influence of more than one variables over time, such as and Functional Somatic Symptoms (FSSs). The
“how do anxiety and rumination influence each other over participants were required to keep online diary of tier
time”, “how do emotions and sleep interact with each stress and level of FSSs twice a day for 12 weeks on end.
other”, “how does the relationship between concentration Eventually, positive, negative and mixed cross-lagged
and job satisfaction change” and so on. For constraints associations are found in different individual’s data,
of ethical issues or objective conditions, some problems which means there is on universal patterns between stress
cannot be investigated through experiment. Among many and FSSs, thus patient-tailored treatment is important.
times series methods, the development of Vector Similarly, Snippe et al. [35] used VAR method to analyze
Autocorrelation Model can facilitate resolution of such dynamic changes of relations among mindfulness,
problems. rumination and depressive symptoms in mindfulness-

VAR model was initially  proposed  by  Sims  [30]. based cognitive therapy (MBCT).
and aimed for increasing accuracy of forecasting
economy.  VAR   model  is  an  extension  of  AR  model. Multilevel Autoregressive Model: To investigate the
A simple equation for bivariate VAR model is expressed similarity and differences of individual’s process, dynamic
as: multilevel models were developed. These models, such as

autoregressive model, describe the within-process based
(3) on a time series model at level 1 and model the between-

multilevel model and autoregressive model, among which
(4) the most widely used and also the simplest is multilevel

The equations are adapted from Tschacher and expressed as: 
Ramseyer’s article [31]. In the equations, X , Yt t

respectively refers to the series value of X and Y variables Level1:
at time t; a  and d  are the j order autoregressivej j

coefficients of X and Y; b  represents the j order cross- (5)j

j

t t

and finally concluded emotions with similar valence

multilevel autoregressive model, multilevel vector

person differences in the dynamic features at level 2.
Multilevel autoregressive model is a combination of

AR(1) model with two levels. As de Haan-Rietdijk et al.
[36] indicated, a multilevel AR(1) with two levels is usually
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Level2: emotions   of    553    participants    in   a  community

(6) behaviors  and  positive   emotions   reinforced  each

(7) behaviors on positive emotions are more evident for

 At Level 1, y  refers to the series value of individual study,  in  natural environment, how the negativet,i

i at time point t; µ  is the intercept, representing the mean emotions,  binge   eating   and   purging   of  femalet

of series value of individual i;  is the autoregressive patients with bulimia interact with one another. Afteri

coefficient of individual i and  is the residual error, collecting the data of 133 participants for two weeks, thet,i

namely the part that cannot be explained solely through researchers found relatively higher negative emotions
autocorrelation. y  represents the value of i at t-1 time could predict subsequent binge eating and in turn, binget–1,i

point. Intra-individual centralization is usually eating could predict following decreasing negative
implemented to make intercept become mean values, emotions; additionally, purging actions could predict
making it  convenient  to  understand  and  explain  [36]. subsequent increasing negative emotions. Similarly,
At Level 2,  and  respectively represents the mean Snippe et al. [43] used multilevel VAR model to00 01

value of groups and the average level of group investigate the relations between mindfulness behaviors
autoregressive coefficient. and positive and negative feelings in mindfulness-based

The above-mentioned is the simplest form of AR(1) stress reduction (MBSR). It is found that in the course of
model. If researchers intend to explore whether some therapy, the change of mindfulness precedes emotional
idiographic characteristics will influence dynamic features change and there exist individual differences over the
of time series, the idiographic characteristics can be added relation.
to Level 2 as predictor variables. [37] were the first
researchers to use the method for studying relations CONCLUSIONS
between individuals’ emotion inertia and Big Five
Personality. Since then, Kuppens et al. [38] have This review specified the significance of time series
conducted a series of study on relations between emotion analysis in longitudinal studies in three aspects, its
inertia and depression. The results revealed positive applicability to individualization research, analysis of
correlations between emotion inertia and depression, cyclical factors and simulation of dynamic changes of
namely individuals with high emotion inertia were more variables. Time series is a set of methods which could
tempted to maladjustment in their mood compared with analyze and explain  longitudinal  data  and  also a
those with low inertia. It could also be used to thinking method. As a kind of thought, time series
significantly predict the development of depression in concentrates  on   thinking   about  problems  from  the
teenager [39]. time perspective. The researchers conceive individual

Similar to the extension from AR to TAR model in mentality  and   behaviors   as   a  constantly  changing
individual research, the combination of multilevel linear and dynamic phenomena rather  than  a  static  and
model and TAR model helps construct multilevel isolated one. It is more aligned  with  human
threshold autoregressive model [26]. understanding and experience in real life and provides the

Multilevel Vector Autoregressive Model: A multilevel series analysis is a rather abundant set of methods. It is
vector autoregressive model is also referred to a multilevel neither possible nor necessary to elaborate all of them in
autoregressive cross-lagged analysis, which is a single paper. With an increasing number of behavior
constructed by combining a VAR model with a multilevel data, more time series methods are believed to be
linear model. For detailed information about the rationale introduced into psychological research in the future. In
and guidance of model building, readers could refer to the fields of economy and finance, time series analysis has
article of Schuurman et al [40]. always been used for “prediction”. We believe in

Snippe et al. [41] used multilevel VAR model to psychological research which also take prediction as the
investigate relations between prosocial behaviors and purpose, such methods also have great potential to tap
emotions. They measured the prosocial behaviors and into.

sample for over 30 days and concluded prosocial

other; in addition, the facilitative effects of prosocial

highly neurotic individuals. Lavender et al. [42] aim to

opportunity for generation of new theories. However, time
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